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An impre.aiv. array of literature dealing with water reso~oe8

uftl.,...t 18 aocUlilulating in the Dookahelve15 of both economists and
engi.erll. This literatun atrasaes the euential int8rdiscipl~
teamwork involved in the study of water resouroe. - teamwork involVing
priJurily the econollist and the e.ciJle.r, with reOOlr.a to the advioe
of the geologist, seil aoientiat, plant soientist and other pre:reuitJ. o

It haaeecome prot•••ioully respectatle, even faahionable to oall for
a higher degree of interdisoiplinary co-operation between the economist
and the engineer; it seems to me that as both professions proceed to
a higher degree of internal specialisation that the ex!.l0rtation to
the eoonomist and the engimer to find oemmcm ground in the field of
water reS01roea development may 'be lip service to an ideal which few
really expeot to aohieve. .

The engineer desorilaes his discipline as "the ert of directing .
the great so~ces of' power in uture for the us. and oon';enience of man"(42).
and as "the art of orgUli.~ men and of direoting and Gontrolling the .
forees &Dti materials of' nature for the benefit of the human raoe"" While
a definition of any discipline is a notoriouSly inadequate desoription,
I trust it is not Bucge.tea that the 8Iliimler is favoured ,with prior
Jc.nnledge of what oonstitutes i. .enefit or a oOllvenien.. to the human
r8.0...1 More mod~5tJy.. But jut a. idealiat.ioally, the eoonomist would
pro.Ply acree to ~ definition of' his diaoipline 1.15 "the study of· how
men ~ ••oiety"ohoo,t .. with or withQutthe use of money.. to employ
130arQ.e pt-oduotive re15ourc•• to Foiuce Tarioua commodities over tiJae
and distribute them for consumpt;i.on, now Qnd in the future .. among various
people and groups in society" (37). The basio tenet ot:;th,,:,eotinomi81l:',1a
the aooeptance of conswner sovereignty and the implication that the
market should demonstrate in the long run what men and sooiety regard
as benefioial to themselves. Further the eoonomist would suggest that
••th aoeial and eo·onomic foro•• , aoting throUCh the poIitical machine
aheuld idealJJ' diotate the aoepe am direQtioll of the "" en,;ineer's
u-tiTitiea.. It iSJ"G,ettaDl.'"that thea. two pref.ssions (and ma.n;y
0 ..... ) apparently d._ieataci to the w.ll..... iJIi of mankind often exert
social or PO*,~~F"'\re. in diff...nt ciireotionti, and b.u1k at the
suggestion of mutual a.sistanoe. The intere.t. of sooiety oould be
better served when two professiens with .similar 'Qal~:and. overlapping
fields of' iilterest aat in oeneert, and pull in the same direetion.

Moat modern politioal aaohiIle15 are ohar,ed 'by aoctety with
the respo:wsi'bility for: "

(a)

(0)

1

J4aintaininc fu11 eaple;yaent - 'by creatine oo_itiona ill the
~onomy, by various means, whereity the ·deau. for laDour
Qontinues te grow at the same rate· aa the l&lilo\W foroe
increases e

Promoting aaatisfaatory rate of eoonomio p-owth "by creatiltC
an c,avii"oDment whiGh eu.ourages the .8ta'bli8hJllentandex~ion

The ePfe~ltve8e~. ~f,!the~o~~"r""l.'Dt,·iti:"N- Ze"aUma iind'the-ij;'rigatiOn
lobby,· iri"Austral:t~'sJggest~"that some 6l1€)ineers have"prior .knowledge lt

of what society wants and needs.



of indus~ies, and providing services such as education9

research, power and extension etc~

(c) Maintaiz;ling a reasonab~- stab:blity of prices by ensuring "that
the ability of the p.opulation to spend increa:;;es at about the
same rate as the goods and 'services available"

To some extent, these aims are not fully compatiblei successiv.e
New'Zealand governments have accepted ana-to some~xtentfoste~ed,a

social demand for ranking the aims as, above 9 FWJ.empldymellt ha.s Deen
maintai1ied by a highlei:eJ. 'ot 'protection: .to industry~ ends. high level 'of
government activity.. uGover.nmentsof·. other .develope.d co\tiltries ~e more
likely to' ,rEl.nk (b) or:(c). as the primary social aim"

, .

Irrespective of the ranking of domestic policy objectives
])ursuea by government, the role of. government expenditure deserves clos.e
attention in th: preamble. to a paper of this nat~e. . Traditiona.l1y,
gOvermnents, injectilpige' amounts of money into 'circulation ,in,;"both~capita1

and"current' expendittires.\ This:mofiey" selr'ves,several pUrposes"the more
,imp'Or-taht e, of.ivil,hichtire: 3 ['it's ti: tr>.e:pro~isiohofJe'ssential goodst and
se;rv'ide§C(e"g",:water resourceLdev:eilopIlle,nt;;\ieducation; .. defence., justice,

, aim,:'so·lon)'-'whlioh:' inayj'not ,~~L~o.1de\i,'by private :firms, i'or,gnerea:6.on or
a.'nother/ p'ut!',whieh~are deemed ('to:be":'.Jie'sti'abQe;by. soc~e,ty.';, 'GecQn<i,toc,:'
;~I'Ov'iae;ai S~'imu1us':~to,theL'genera:t; ·e'Gonomy""" tot achieve a<~e,s:'irabJ.ea.nd
balanced grcn"tth·· rate£~;cc',The':.le~e lb!~3,!ld: tiirec't'iorJ.'i of gbYernment,expendit ure
as:'''quitei3.ifuportant. and:J.deSiaay,: i$ho'Uld' iib'e]capa.b1eL,bfN~i:~t.ionc:e.s: a.
fc'ohht'er6y:Cl':i.:oblwe~pon to] 'dain1>~n:' t<he amli'lrit'Ude·; of'.i t~e 'buS':U1eascycle"
In general terms, the economtstis capable'of'advising g9vernment of
the desirable level of government expenditure in a given economic
situation. However advice' regarding the desirable direction and
destination of gqvernment expenditure is more dif'ficultto provideo

In'the private seotorof the eoonomy~ economists generally
accept the premise that the price mechanism, if not interfered with in
anundesirab1efashi<:m,wilJ, distr~buter.19sources in a more Or less
optimalIIiamiero'Howe'ver inthe public sector, whioh inclU:dea most
water resouroe developments, the price mechanism may ma1function~ may
breakdown completely, or distort ,consumers' preferences. It is
therefore the responsibility of the economis~ to evaluate t~e social
benefit attainable. from various avenues of government expenditUre, and.
to ;Suggest how this expenditure could be disseminated to achieve th7
maximum social benefit Q This is a tall order. No economist would
suggest that this is yet possible in other than theoretical ~ode1s"

The techniques frequently used in the economic evaluation o£.water
resources are in fact clumsy, (but we hope not too inaqc,urate) attempts
to'mt'J'asure the "socialworthwhi1eness" oraprojeot- the retUrn to
society following a given public investment.

To summarise at this point we have to recognise firstly that
the .desirable total amo'un1;i ofgov~rnmentexpenditure .and consequently
the 'extent of 'public wor.ks is dictated by social, political and economic



9bjectives~ and secondly that government expenditure should be channelled
'i.'~to the mo~t socially productive avenues, whether or not this includes
large-scale wate~ resouroes development.

Theoretical Background

There will be no need to derive conditions for optimum allo-cation
of water resources in this paper. Economists will be familiar with these
conditions, others interested in economic evaluation of water resources
development'W~llhave been ~~po~e<lto them,at some 'stage~The' 'conditions
hs:ve,be'en described ,in ,sevez.af texts and papers (e .g. 4,1~, 7) .. In its '.
silliplest form eoonomict1:leory states that units' of a resouroe are optimally
allocated among alternative uses, and a state of equilibrium exists, when
the value of the marginal product is equal in all alternative uses. i.e.

MVP
~1

= ••••'•••••=iliE':' =•••••.•••• .=iI4VP
X3"i ' x:.Y'n

where MV'J?", ::::: the value of the (social). marginal proellict of resource x
"';"!-J>;i i

'in use Yi.'

In the context of the public sector~ 'y.•••••••••••y' would
- " 1 . n

represent'the various avenues of 'government expenditure, of which one
would be water resources development. Ideal1Y then the allocation of
funds to development of water rfllsources would, be such t~tthe (social)
benefit gained from the last dollar in this use is equal to the (social)
benefit of the last dollar in other uses. It would be naive to suggest
that the socio-political-economic framework,within which government
operates has achieved such an optimum allocation of funds - although we ,
as economists are frankJ.Ynot, in a ,position to do mor~ than protest at
what we feel to begrossmisa.llocation' of governm.ent· expenditure.•

In the c~ntext of water resources, the Y1 •••••••••••yn ,would

represent the V~ious alter.native 'uses:ot': J:und's.w:.wate:r;' resource
development 'e.g'. differ.ent 'combinations ofr' hy"dr.Qelectricity ,generation"
irrigation, flQocl,oontrol,recreational use;, etc., Vihichare teohnically'
P,o,ssi;ble';. 'The (9ptillium) amo\lIl't. ofiunds allooated' to water resources
development will be optimally allooated between alternative wa.ter'
resource .,us~s ,when the (sooial) benefit gained fr¢m the last dollar
in:each'alternative ~se adopted is ~~ual.

The foregoing discussion outlines the ideal {)ollocation of
resources from. the point of view of the eoonomy generally ~ We shall
consider breifly now the objeotives of water re,source development and
their relationship to the eoonomic optima outlined above.



In recent years the level. ofinterdisoiplinary co..,.operation in
theoretical watershed· planning has reached an impressive level in the
United States. ; This is.exemplifiedby the .several texts (eog. 31»41 )
and papers availa.ble. Little ha.s been achieved at the practical level,
particularly in Australia and New Zealand. The econo-engineering
approach to economic allocation is micro-economic, considering as a rule
the optimum planning and development of a given watershed, or set of
physical resources» assuming that sufficient capital is available for a
feasible development programme. An elaborate» logical theoretical
foundation, and the use of computers has taken watershed planning from
the sphere of guestimates to the world of informed analysis.

However, optimisation within the conceptual unit of the
watershed does not necessarily implyp or even suggest optimisation
within the macro~economic (or whole economy) framework outlined aboveo
The prime objective of water resource development is often stated as
·the maximisation of national welfare (32). Marglin (p.18) neatly
side-steps the macro-economic approach by stating - "in view of the
three=dimensional nature of natiQnal welfare ..,. the size of the economic
pie, itsdivisiol1,,ll and the method of slicing - Vie believe it unwise to
atter,;pt a single index for this broad o.bjective; instead we shall

'develop e"':",,~tt\ie objectives for the most important ways in which
wate:" :resource development caD contribute to national welfare". These
objectives' are firstly efficiency, de~cJ 11.ed as a type of net social
benefit function» and secondly desirable income redistributiono' Marglin
specifically aSSll..meS perfect com.petition 'and eqUilibrium throughout the
general economyQ Ciriacy = Wantrup (8) recognises the apparent
incompatability of traditional watershed policy objectives with optimising
social wel£are by equating the MVp9 S of resources in alternative uses o

He describes these optimisation criteria as II constructs in the sense of
useful scientific fictions" = "optimisation is not and cannot be an actual
policy objective et :; and further that lithe actual objective of policy
deci,~ion.s involves successive incremental improvements of the existing
stateoi' we1fare~ considering a limitea number of alternatives". He
suggests that for policy decisions of a limited scope 3 eQgo evaluating
individual wat8rsheds~ that these incremental impt'ovements in social
yvelfare can be determined cardinally. These statements imply that we
should head for the optimum we can see~ that of the individual watershed»
and hope that the general optimum is in the same direction"

In. summary, the optimum water resource development plan is ina
sense a sub-, locall) or mini=optiIIlum in that it .relates to a restricted
ar:-ea.of.theecO.ri9lI1Y<> Heading for this optimum may(we hope it will) or
may not lead us in. the general direction of the optimum allocation of
government expenditure ~ No suggestion has been made that the state of
the arts makes precise definition of this latter optimUJU p6ssibleo 2

2 Musgrave T35) has reminded us of the limitations of the use ·cif objective
efficiency' criteria in one sector of public eXIJenditure, by drawing attention
again to the theory of the Second Best. Described in (29,33), this theory
in our context ill.ustrates that insistence on efficiency conditions in
water resources development and not in other fields eog. government transport
etc.~ could lead to a worsening of general economic efficiency.



Irrespective of the general arguments above, related to general
optimal and sub-optima, the evolution of water resource planning from a
"minimurncost for a given project" to a "planning projects for maximum
national welfare" approach· is a riecessary and. significant contriibution
to the efficient use of national resources.

Terminology

This paper will avoid tedious descriptions and definitions of
the commonly used terms ;in wate~ resources development and simply
summarise some definitions thought appropriate for use in project
evaluation in NewZealand.3

Benefits are increases or gains in the value of goods and
services which result from investment. ~hey are usually measured~
of associated or indirect costs, and maybe tangible (able to be
expressed satisfactorily in money terms) or intangible (not fully
measurable in money terms). Direct (or Primary) Benefits arise
directly from the investment, and in the study of water resources
:development could inclUde benefits from improved water supply and
quality; irrigation, navigation, power, flood oontrol, land stabilisation,
drainage, recreational uses etc. Direct benefits are measured net of
the direct costs of construction and operation of th~ project and of the
costs of making the products or services avaiiabIe for use or sale.

Seoondary ( or Indirect) benefits measured net of non-project
costs are the inoreases in the value of goods and services whiohresult
indirectly from the ~roject, such as inc~eased rncomes of businesses
affected by the part..~culat investment. . It is probably tidier to refer'
to secqndary benefits when assessing schemes from a local or regional
viewpoint and incorporate them into spillover effects when the national
viewpoint is taken. These secondary and spillover effects, concerning
the population not direotly concerned with the proj~ct are labelled
externalities. The distinction between direct and indirect benefits
is an artifical one when a project is considered from the nation!=tl
viewpoint (38).

Economic Evaluation Procedures

Rapid development has occured in reoent years in sophisticated
techniques for measuring benefits and costs associated with water
resources development, and of techniques for river basin planning.
An important and fundamental distinotion should be made at this stage
between teohniques designed to evaluate given projects by assessing the
net benefits expected to accrue, and planning techniques; designed to
provide an optimum water.resouroes development or operational plan for
given proj.ects,; combination .of projects, or for a totalwatershed.

3. Terminology was the subject of one of several paper's delivered to
a seminar on Project Evaluation.inNew Zealand. at Lincoln College(24)
during November 1967.



It is possible to distinquish five levels at which techniques of
evaluation and planning might be applied in the study of water resources:

Level 1 the single-structure level, e.g. the construction of a reservoir
for irrigation or power generation. The 'study is limited to
the immediate project and does not include interactions with
other areas or structuresiin the~same.water.shed.

Level 2 the multi-stru6ture level, e.g., the consideration of several
structures in a watershed. A study of this' type would include
interactions between structures and areas in the same watershed,
an;d w.ould be concerned primarily with some optimum comb ination
of structures or optimum operating procedu:ri.es ••

Level 2 the watershed level, where an attempt is made to integrate all
structures, existing and proposed ,into aw;atershedmodel.

Level 4 the national water resourcesmodel Which would attempt to
integrate the chara~eristics of some or all watersheds ih
the country or state into a national planning model.

Level 5 the national public expenditure modal whioh would attempt to
ineludewater resources development into a model representing
all avenues of government expenditure ~

~or many years, evaluation and/or planning techniques were
applied only' at level 1 • Indeed it is still true to say that many
single-structure projects prooeed to the construction stage without
adequate evaluation. It might appear at first· sight that level 1
studies should be stI'aightforward and fairly simple. Experienoe
has shown however that the evaluation and/or planning ,of even a single
structure is a highly oomplex procedure. Uncertainty is the biggest
problem faoing evaluators or planners; uncerta~nty in hydrological
q,ata, future prices, and cost~,. is a fact of life but often makes~both

planning and.evaluation uncomfort~blY subjective in practice. Often
the only alternative is the maximisation of the expected value (in
the statistical sense) of net b~nefits, or the production of an "optimal"
design of a system for a given project.

As techniques have been developed to cope with leveJ:>·2a.~level3
studies, they necessarily abstract from reality to a large extent because
of the sheer size of the problem and the impossibility of including the
multitude of known variables in one computer model. Computers available
are often not large enough to handle these complex models. This
inoreasing over-simplification often reduoesthe nature of. the model.
to a simplistic representation 'ofreality and consequently reduces the
value of the conclusions which oan be drawn. To my knowledge,
substantial models have yet to be developed at level 4 and level 5.

The term benefit-cost analysis has two quite distinct meanings
in the literature - first as a discounting technique within the framework



of project eValuation4 and secondly-a broader interpretation5 including all
techniques which are designed to measure the direct and indirect benefits
throughout the economy. The term is used here in the former sense.

Techniques applicable to water resources development are of three
rather loose categories:-

(a) Discounted flow techniques.
(b) Analytical techniques.
(c) Simulation techniques.

These will be briefly discussed in turn.

These techniques rely on the specification of an expected
stream of future benefits and costs associated with a given project,
applying an appropriate discount factor, and expressing net benefits
in terms of a present value. Monetary terms are used as the most
satisfactory C )Inmon denominator of value. The approach is essentially
static, and the effect of time is introduced through the discount rate.

Benefit-cost analysis, as a sub-set of discounting techniques
is distinguished from discounted cash flow techniques by the fact that
"it specifically takes externalities into account, and by so doing,
encomp~sses a wider viewpoint than other forms of project evaluation
carried out from the more restricted viewpoint of an individual firm,
a public corporation or even a government department wedded to a
conventional notion of profitability" .(44)

It is difficult to locate "true" benefit-cost studies in
water resources development. Examples of aSsessment of primary benefits
from irrigation water in the United States are available both from ~ ~(9)
and ~ :eos.t(1 ,27) studies. Johnson(25) has prOVided an extensive. review
and bibliography of irrigation, water supply and drainage studies in
New Zealand, none of which have attempted to estimate secondary benefits.

Estimates of expected future direct benefits from water resources
development will often involve detailed and painstaking collation of
benefits accruing from several sources. However, once certain assumptions
are made regarding future prices and so on, the estimation or direct benefits,
especially in the case of irrigation and drainage projects, becomes an
exercise in detail rather than a problem of conceptual difficulty. The
same is not true of the estimation of external effects. If a project is
to be evaluated from the comprehensive public viewpoint, the effect of
establishment of this particule:r project should be traced as far as
possible throughout the economy. This means ,each aVenue of economic

4"See .author is'paperin ~ 24).--
5 See Stoevenor & Castle (38), p.579.



activit;y affected by a project must be probed for the extent of its
probable reaction.. Several approaches are possible to the measurement
of externalities; some brief examples will be given~ others are
available from the literature. Brown et al.,(3) used the Clawson
method6 of deriving a demand curve for recreational fishing» enabliD~
acceptable estimates of' the effect of alteration of fishing f'acilities.
A detailed method for quantification of road-user savings has been
developed(12) e The impact of an irrigation project on local elllplo;;.rment~

population levels and retail sales have been measured by K~nball and
Castle(28) in both absolute and elasticity terms.

DiscoUl1ted flow techniques.~ being both static and partial
have to be used with imagination if they are to contribute in any
sense to an optimum allocation of resources. They normally conoentrate
on one project~ of a given size and seldom made inter-area interdepenCl.encies
clear 0 They will provide an indication of the contribution of th~~

investment to income = national~ regional or individual~ depending on. the
Viewpoint taken 0 For preference, if time and funds permit, several
distinct project sizes should be evaluated to obtain an optimum scale of'
investment ,,7

The growing insistence by international lending institutions
and governments for economic justification of large scale expenditure
of public funds has Seen an upsurge in recent years in interest in
benefit-cost analysis e As administrators become more enlightened we
can expect these demands to increase" While theoretical discussions
continue in prof'essional journals, a growing number of nleconomio
evaluators" are grasping discounted flow techniques with both hands)
and applying them to a wider range of minor water-resources problems o

Ana1¥tical Technigues

/This group of techniques is based on the construction of a
mathematical model to represent the reality of interactions and
interdependencies which occur in all but the very ,simplewat;er~rf;souro8

development situations" The mathematical model is a set ofsquatL:.lns
to be solved by standard methods of calculus or some type of activity
analysis, usually to obtain optimum values of the design variables 0

These variables could be reservoir capacity, power-generating capacity~

recreational use, flood control and so on" These techniques are
essentia~ly aids to design, although some have been effectively applied
in evaluation studies.

As techniques used in water resources development have increased
in sophistication (and therefore become more professionally attractive~)

and preci.sion (an aura of inf'allibility surrounds such models)~ a hunger

6 The demand sched.ule is measured by plotting the estimated costs per
visit as a function of the number of visits to a fishing are~ per 1OO~OOO
population in a zone in a given distance range~ .

7 See po 13.ll of the "green bookll (43) j) for the simple theoretical basis
of Scale of development 6



for data develops. Hydrological and economic data share the corr~on

property of scarcity in volurue and uncertainty of value from which it
is comforting to esoape behind the shield of simplifying assumptions •
.As time progresses and the use of analytioal and simulation techniques
beoomes more common-plaoe the pauoity of data will doubtless become the
linliting factor in both evaluation and planning techniques. Both the
inadequacy of data and the limitations of computer spaoe are important
reasons why ana~tical models are usually restricted in size, and
therefore are less informative. Most models developed portray only
a part of a watershed l or one or more of a river's important features,
or are quite over-simplified models of a watershed"

Linear Progz:amm;i.,M as a teohnique has been in common use in verious
professions for many years" In general terms the technique involves
the maximisation (or minimisation) of a linear function of ohoice
variables -the objeotive function - subjeot to restraints. These
restraints are either equalities or inequalities involVing linear
functions of the ohoice variables. The ohoice variables are the
numbers whioh are to be ohosen in the maximisation process e.g. reservoir
oapacity, irrigation use and so on~ The simple 'maximisation problem
can be represented thus; with reference to e. profit maximisation problem:

Max Z (profit) = (objective function)

subject to:
a11:x:1+.. • .. • .. "··,, .. Q ..+a1nxn~ b1

8 21 Xi +••••• " ......+B2nXn ~ b2

a 1 Xi + e +a x ~ bm mn n~ m
and

(resource restraints)

(non-negativity restraint)

where c. =: "profit" from ith product
1.

x, =: amount of ith product or activity
J.

bi
=: supply of ith resouroe

a
ij

:= input-output coeffioient - each unit of the jth
aotivity requiring t a ' of the ith resource.

Two brief p~ints regarding this technique should be made. First,
if a (watershed) 'situation can be described adequatelY by a linear-programming
model then for the maximisation of profits the number of activities used
would not exceed th$ number of restrictions limiting operations; seoond, no
activity will be excluded from an optimal operating programme whioh is more
profitable than its equivalent combination inoluded in the programme. Taken
together these POint8~ are the "linear programming analog of the equate your
marginal productivities diotum in orthodox marginal analysis", summarised

8 Outlined as theorems in (13).



(b)

(c)

earlier in this paper. There is conceptual~ no real difference between
maximisation and minimisation in linear programming.

Once the flexibility of linear programming is recognised, it can
be read~ recognised that many water resources development situations
can be studied in a linear-programming framework. Castle9 explains the
use of linear-programming in these situations:

(a) the maximisation of annual net benefits from three proposed
reservoirs .for either supplemental or full irrigation of four
alteJ:'nativeareaso The restraints are limits on individual
reservoir capacities,. dictated by watershed yields and
topography, and on total reservoir capacity.

-thetnaximisati,.onof . annual net benefits from two reservoirs
Bupply.ingi.;'rigation water for two crops. Each reservoir
~s supjectto different rainfall and rl.U1off oharacteristics,
from which the~straints are derived. This example illustrates
theoptimUIDusli3'Qf interdependent structures.

the maxi~isation of benefits by allocation of water among
alternative uses -irrigation and power generation. Castle
~dLindeborg(7) have applied linear-prQgramming to the problem
Qf gI'QUlU water.allocatiob. between districts and. crops to
mp:imise yearly net returns frOiD irrigation. The use of
linearprogra~ingfor optimal operatinG polioies has been
adequate~ outlined intheoretioalterms(40).

A particular~ interesting study~ Pavelis(36) combines
oonventionalbenefit-cost analysis and linear programming. The
objeotive funotion was ~imisation of disoounted benefits from land
treatment and structural measures in. the development of a watershed.
Benefit-c.ost analysis was used as a "screening device" to eliminate
land treatment measures or water strUctures whioh did not provide
positive discounted net benefits. Linear programming was used to
obtain the optimal combination of land treatment and structures found
to be "desirable". A solution consistent with resource availability
is obtain~d conventional benefa,t-cost studies would need to be used
with unprecedented imagination to achieve this end in a multi-structure,
multi-purpose stuQ.y•. A similar programming model, without an empirical
eXample has been provided in detaU by He~(21).

One ,of the important by-products of linear programming is the
provision of "shadow Prices" or ~~'s of the scarce resources. These
are~eful in the valuation of water resouroes,. as well as optimal
allocation problems.. Production function ana+.vsis provides probab~

the only alternative method of obtaining MVP's1"O.

'9 Ctlo 12 in (41 ).
10 See (34).



The development of dynamic programming has not contributed
substantially at an operational level in the field of water resources.
Dynamic programming techniques allow the construction·of sequential
decision models, where optimisation is done in steps. The application
of this technique has been restricted by computational difficulties and
the limitations on the memory space of available computers.

Theoretical models have been developed for minimum operating
costs(40), intertemporal resource allocation(4) optimising the
development of water resources, (16,17), the optimal design of aqueduct
capacitY(15)~ optimisation of re.servOir de. Sign., design of flood control
reservoirs(5'), and so on. Probably the only study of a practical nature
is 1ittle t s(30) model for determining the optimal water storage policy
for an electricitygenera:ting system.

Input-~utput models have entered on the fringe of the evaluation
of water resources development. These models are essentially sets of
equations representing production activities which have been empirically
determined. They are not normative models in the sense that optimisation
criteria are applied, but are general empirical models of production
representing an economic entity (nation, watershed etc.). They stress the
interdependence of the various production processes.

Their impact in water resources development has so far been felt
mainly in the est~~ation of the level and distribution of secondary
benefits. We have already seen (3, 12, 28), that secondary benefits can
be usefully measured by other techniques. The value of the input-output
model lies in its "ability to portray the flow of goods and services
throughout art economy and may be the only possible way to take into
account all relevant changes in output which may give rise to secondary
benefits" (38). From the point of view of economic evaluation of a
given project hrnvever, our interest lies only in the magnitude of
secondary benefits, and it has yet to be shown that the time and funds
necessary to construct input-output models is justified by providing
significantly better estimates of the level of secondary benefits.
There can be no question however that the coefficients of the input
output model would provide most useful information if the distribution
of secondary benefits in the form of changes in incomes of individual
sectors is required.

Examples of the use of Input-Output models are not plentiful.
The magnitude and distribution of benefits from controlling water
pollution in a sports-fishing area have been measured in this manner
for a smallarea(39). Kalter(26), has produced an extremely valuable
study using input-output analysis in estimating local secondary impacts
of water based recreation investments, deriving short-run and long-run
multipliers.

(c) Simulation Technigues

Simulation is not new - although as far as I know it is yet
to make its debut in the field of evaluation of water resources
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development in either Australia or New Zealand. Simulation techniques
involve the building of models which represent reality. Both engineers
and economists have developed mathematical models simulating aspects
of interest. The technique of storage-behaviour analysis, widely
used as the standard approach to this problem is essentially a simulation
technique. Only recently, with the development of high-speed large
capacity computers has it been possible to represent satisfactorily the
complex and dynamic environment of real life situations. Hydro19gists,
probably ahead in the simulation field, have developed some hydrological
models of catchment behaviour which might be extended to allow evaluation
of water-resources behaviour development.

Parametric catchment models involve a computer simulation of
the physical characteristics of the catchment in which such parameters
as infiltration rates, evapotranspiration losses and soil moisture
storage capacities are included, and the catchment is represented
ess~ntially as a series of water stores. The most highly developed
of these models is the Stanford Watershed Model in its various forms (1 0,11 ).
This model aims at reproduction of the land phase of the hydrologic cycle
and utilises daily, hourly or smaller time increments of rainfall as input
to generate continuous daily or hourly hYdrographs. A model of the same
general type developed by Boughton(2) is now under further development at
Lincoln College. It should be noted that the application of these models
is not restricted to assumptions of linearity in the modelled system.

The flexibility of the simulation approach enables the examination
of two important aspects of water resources developments.

(i) Operating procedures of established projects,

and

(ii) evaluation of variation in the existing number of water
structures e.g. the addition of reservoirs etc.

The first aspect is largely one of finding the most desirable
operational pattern; the second suggests the use of simulation in the
economic evaluation of additional projects.

Simulation to provide measurements of the economic value of
a project involves four steps(19).

(a) formulating the pre-project model.,.. tracing the cause and
effect feed-back loops that link the system together,

(b) formulation of a mathematical model and the generation of the
model's behaviour,

(c) testing the validity of the model by comparing mathematical
results with the actual system, and revision if necessary
until an acceptable representation is achieved,



(d) expansion of the mOdel to include the proposed project and
generating the behaviour of the new system. Comparison of
these results with (b) provides a measure of the effect of
the proposed project.

These four steps rely on specification and incorporation of
technical data. In fact the model is largely a technical one - the
addition of benefit and cost functions to the model provides economic
information. The Harvard Water Resources Programme, the first standard
reference for simulation.forwater:resources evaluation, introduces an
economic "response surface", (22) measuring the present" values of net
benefits originating from the system.

No optimisation procedures are built into the simulation
approach - knowledge is gained by repeated trials until better and
more "near optimal" solution13' are obtained.. Quite sophisticated
"sampling" procedures are available(22) to enable a close approach to
optimality.

Water Resource Development in New Zealand.

In common with most other countries in the world, the "state
of the arts" in water resources development in New Zealand is well below
optimum. The lack of skilled technical staff, the slow emergence of
the economist in this field, and the public emotion involved has meant
that government has been forced to develop water r~sour'ces by rule of
thumb. The result has been a piece-meal approach to waterresouroes
planning.. It is no longer original, (but still relevant) to point
to the dribble of funds allocated to water resources research and to
exhort government to embrace modern techniques of river-basin planning.

Let us review briefly the institutional framework within which
water policy is determined in New Zealand. An act of Parliament in
1941 established the Soil Conservation & Rivers Control Council, and
catchment boards in "problem" districts. There are at present 13
catchment boards, three catchment commissions and the Waikato Valley
Authority, covering three quarters of New Zealand.11 The catchment
boards are responsible for most river control, soil conservation and
drainage works; some works are the responsibility of drainage boards
and government departments.

In its wisdom,_ government has created a system of subsidies
fpr some of the components of watershed development;

(a) River control - subsidies vary generally from $1 for $1 to
$3 for $1, for construction work, with subsidies also
available for maintenance.

(b) Drainage - subsidies rarely exceed $1 for $1 for construction
work and $1 for $2 .for maintenance.

11 See New Zealand Yearbook, 1966, p.279.
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(c) Soil conservation -subsidies va~y generally from $1 fool' $1
to $2 for $1 •

(d) Comrrnmity irrigation schemes - $3 for $1 •

That subsidies should be granted is not,unusll~, or necessarily undesirable;
what is disturbing is the apparently illogical and inflexible basis of
determining the rate of the subsidy. A subsidy should be j1.,lstified if,
and only if, there is a divergence between the social,worth (the value to
the nation) and the private worth (the value to the .individual) of a
project, and the extent of the subsidy should directly reflect the s·ize
of this divergence. This means that any project, e.g.· an irrigation
scheme should be evaluated from both the viewpoint of the nation; and
that of the individual. The individual should contribute to the project
what the water is worth to him, and the supsidy level should be varied
to cover the divergence between this amount and the social benefit. If
these criteria do not apply, transfer payments are made from public funds
to the individual if the subsidy is too'large, and vice versa if too small.
To the economist the statement that the level of subsidy for river control
vvork varies "depending on the capacity of the property d~wne.r,s to meet
their· share of the cost"11 is strange logic, since the property owner,· s
share of the cos't should be the (net) value of the water to him, and if
fairly assessed he can meet this cost.

The catchment boards are obliged to operate within a similar
restricted institutional framework. Projects are put forward for subsidy
to the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council with each board feeling
obliged to request as high a subsidy as possible for any project. Projects
have seldom been evaluated professionally from the national viewpoint.12
After a wave of the official wand the subsidy level for each project is
struck by the Council. The remaining cost of a project is allocated
among the farmers in the proportion in which benefits accrue. The amount
allocated to catchment boards as subsidies is fixed annually. Rational
isation of the subsidy system could well increase the number of projects
catchment boards could undertake, but this would necessitate the systematic
and uniform presentation of economic reports on all proposed projects.

Hayward has compiled the only reasonably comprehensive report of
a river catchment in New Zealand(20). This excellent book provides physical
and technical data, land use and productivity information. One conclusion
reached is that land in capability classes VII and VIII should be destocked,
arid that run-holders should be compensated according to the capitalised
productive value of the land. Unfortunately the report goes on to say
(p.1 75) that "compensation should not be an l,ll1conditional handout", and
recommends, that the "compensatibn be conditional upon its reinvestment
in the propertyll. Unle.ss unstated non-economic grounds exist for this
recommendation, some economic justification is necessary before compensation

11' See New Zealand Yearbook, 1966, p.279.
12 e.g. drainage schemes - See Johnson's bibliography(25).

The example set by the North Canterbury Catchment Board could well. be
emulated by other boards.



for lost income is made conditionally.

I shall comment only briefly on the use of. water for electricity»
mainly because, to my knowledge, literally no substantial economic
appraisal of electricity generation in New Zealand has been published.
It may'be that they have been completed and not published, or it may be
that no appraisal has been done.. It is easy for the amateur in this
field to talk glibly about what the government should and should not do,
and how water resources should or should not be used for power generation.
In fact it is probably a privileged few with access to the appropriate
information in Wellington who could supply the information needed for an
economist to make meaningful statements. Certainly, huge amounts of
investment have been poured into hydro-electric stations in New Zealand
with no criteria for pUblic judgement except the finished product, and
the fact that we are assured it is a "good thing". Ward (44) , has called
our attention to the fact that electricity supply development is the
biggest claimant on capit.al ·funds - of the order of 30 per cent of
government capital formatiQn in·196~.~ ,. My plea is not for fewer
hydro-electric stations and more nuclear stations so much, but for the
politician to insist on economic evaluation 'by established techniques,
and the application of reasonable criteria before commit.ting huge sums
o~ pub~i6 :money to large construction projects.

One report I have sighted(23) attempts to compare the economics
of using a cusec of water in hydro-electric power, stock water and
irrigation in the Mackenzie Basin. Unfortunately the valuation of the
water is based ongfoss value of possible output, al~ of which is imputed
to water. The allocation of water among competing uses should be based
on estimates of MVP in each use(34).

The institutional framework within which water resources are
administered in New Zealand is under revision. New legislation provides
for a National Water & Soil Conservation Authority, Regional Water Boards,
a modified Soil Conservation & Rivers Control Council, a Pollution
Advisory Council and a Water Allocation Council. These bodies will have
to make important decisions on licencing, water allocation, subsidies and
so on. This ,oc.easion of a long over-due administrative re-organisation
should be the opportunity for re-examination of the framework within which
decisions have been made in the past. Little benefit can result from the
creation of additional administrative groups unless there emerges a clear
and rational water policy for New Zealand; unle.ss these groups contain
at least some professionally trained experts; unless ~ectional interests
and pressure groups are kept in perspective; and unless sufficient
economic information is available13 on proposals to allow economic
justification for decisions reached.

FinaJ.ly, I would enter a plea for the publication of economic
reports prepared by government advisers on hydro-electricity projects
and other projects related to the use of water resources. If no
publishable reports have been prepared, government must have found
considerable difficulty in assessing the desirability and priority of
13 Officers of the Department of Agriculture have capably evaluated maqy.

proposed irrigation projects using discounting techniques in recent years;
See Johnson's bibliography(25).
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projects. A greater public awareness of wat~r resources problems is
essential; publication of economic reports is necessar,y for informed
public discussion.

Conclusion

I have outlined the theoretical basis for resource allocation
and how it is probably impossible to ensure that real situations conform
even approximately to this optimum. The techniques accepted as useful
in the economic evaluation of water resources development have been
discussed. Some institutional factors in New Zealand which may distort
the desirable allocation of public money have been mentioned., The
various professions concerned in water resources development have come
of age and should be given the opportunity of devoting some of their
energies to a modern approach to this vital question.
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